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Q 1. Read the extract and answer the questions at the end.
The students walk towards the fish farm. There are lots of fish in the farm.A fish jumps out.
Dolly:Hello!My name is Dolly. I am a trout fish. I live in the fish farm with my friends.2+2+2
A. Dolly is a  ﴾ ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔fish /girl﴿
B. Where does Dolly live?
C. How does Dolly introduce herself?
Q2. Answer the following questions .3+3
A.What does the black bear eat?
B.What is a Zebra crossing?
Q3.
Rewrite the jumbled words into the meaningful sentences.2.5+2.5=5
A.Rahul/leg/hurt/has/his.
B.The /green/says/light/go.
Q4.Look at the letters of the word ﴾care﴿2+2+2
CARE
We can make the following words from it .
Car ,are ,ear ,race
Form as many words as you can from

Sprain……..
Yourself…….
Different………..

Q5. Write YES or NO correctly.1+1+1+1
A.You are a student…….
B. You like birds۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
C.We should respect all۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
D.We should wear face mask ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
E. we should cut down the trees ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
Q6.Write the name of all the things you see in the picture.5

Q7.Use capital letter and full stop wherever necessary.1+1+1+1
Example
A. shayaan and ayaan are friends
Shyaan and Ayaan are friends.
B.arti works in banglore
C. shayaan loves reading books
D. this is a tree
E . abid called suhail
Q8. Free writing .4
Write 5 sentence about any thing you wish .

۔۔۔۔۔۔۔
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Q1. [3+3+3]Read the extract from the lesson Robin Hood and answer the questions give at
the end.
Once, Robin Hood and his friends were sitting under a tree in a forest. They were enjoying
themselves, eating bread and butter. All of them were in a bit of a mischievous mood.
Suddenly, they saw a man coming towards them. Robin said,
“I think this fellow is a young miller.”
A.What did Robin Hood say when he saw a man coming towards them?
B.What were they enjoying?
C.who were sitting under the tree?
OR
Read the extract from the lesson ,,Be Adventurous ,, and answer the questions given at
the end.
The following week Zeeshan and Atif joined the camp. One day they went out together to
explore the forests. At one time they lost their way but soon they got back on track.
It was late in the evening. The boys were a long way from the camp. They were walking
along the Gogaldara Nalla (a stream).
A.Who went to explore the forests?
B.Where were the boys walking?
C.What is a ،،Nalla٫٫?
Q2.Read the following stanza from the poem ،Foreign Lands ,and respond as directed
.3+1+1
Up into the cherry tree
Who should climb but little me.
I held the trunk with both my hands
And looked abroad on foreign lands.
A.Enlist the rhyming words.
B.Trunk is an ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔۔part of a tree.﴾underground/above the ground.﴿
C.A ripe cherry is  ۔۔۔۔۔۔۔in colour .
Q3.Put the letters in the right order. (One has been done for you.) 1+1+1+1+1
Estorf
Forest
Rigl______________
Tuoirts ______________
Nauaf ______________
Loarf ______________

Eakl _____________
Q4. What are the following things made of? Pick the right answer from the given words .
﴾Wood ,plastic,cloth,,rubber,tin﴿1+1+1+1+1
Desk ________________
Roof ________________
Pen ________________
Shirt ________________
Pipe _______________
Q5 Following are the sounds produced by animals ,write the name of five animals against
their sounds .one is done for you .1+1+1+1+1
Bees Buzz
caw, yell, moo, coo, buzz, quack, scream, yelp, twitter, chatter,
growl, howl, lisp, hoot, grunt, bray, trumpet, neigh, hiss, squeak,
hum, bleat,
Q6. Free writing 5
Write about 10 sentences on any topic you wish.
Q7.Write the words representing Nouns and Verbs from the picture.6
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Section-1 (Literature)
Q.1) Read and answer any four Questions given at the end of passage.
Louis was a fat cat who was very fortunate. He lived in luxury. His companion, a
woman named Cherie fed him salmon and caviar. He slept on feather pillow, before a
fire. Still Louis often started longingly out of the window
a. Rearrange the words and make a complete sentence.
Cat,louis,a,fat,was
b. What is salmon and caviar in the given passage.
c. Louis Slept on ………………………..(Complete the sentence)
d. Cherie fed Louis Salmon and Caviar ( yes or No)
e. Lived in Luxary” means lived with Comfort or lived with difficulty
(2×4=8)
Q.2) Answer the following questions (Any four)
a. How does the fountain look into the moon light?
( The fountain)
b. why did the man divide his wealth between his two sons?
( The prodigal son)
c. How did little Louis lose his eye sight?
( The man who empowered the bind)
d. What does the “Pangong”mean?
( Pangong T50)
e. Who has written the Poem“ This land of ours”
(3× 4=12)
Q.3) Read the following stanza and answer the question at the end of it.
The Bulbul Chirps to the blassoms:
A flower garden is this land of ours,
This land of ours is a flower garden,
A flower garden is this land of ours.
Fill in the blanks correctly.
aThis land of ours is _____________( Kashmir/A tree)
b The Bulbul _________to the blossoms.
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c. Bulbul is a __________( Bird /Tree)
d. These lines tell that our land is ______
Beautiful/Ugly
(1× 4=4)
Section II (Language work)
Q.4) Match the words in column A with their opposites from column B

A
good
Fat
Live
Cold

B
Hot
Bad
thin
Dead
(1x4=4)

Q.5) Fill in the blanks with (on,at,by)
a. He goes to school-------foot.
b. I was born---------Monday.
c. He came to office-------10‘clock.
1 x3= 3
Q.6 Fill the gaps with (is,am,are)
a. I ________ reading.
b. She ______singing.
c.We ______ writing.
1 x3= 3
Q.7) Using the hints write about four to five sentences about
Uses Of Trees or Uses Of Water
Fruits____ Wood___Oxygen__ Medicinal uses _____
or
Drinking____Washing_____irrigation of crops_____Cooking_____
( 1x4=4)
Q.8) Express yourself in 4 to 5 sentences.
E.g. Name ___ parentage____Adress____ class___ hobby___ likes/dislikes.
(1/2 x4= 2)
.
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Q.1.Read the passage and answer any three Questions given at the
end.
The Kashmiri Shawl is a fine and light wrapping that keeps you warm
in winter and gives elegance to your personality. Kashmir has been
producing shawls for centuries now. Francis Bernier was the first
European who visited Kashmir in 1664 and wrote about the softness and
delicacy of this local fabric.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Rearrange the following words and complete the sentence.
Shawl,warm,keeps, kashmiri,in,winter
Which is the fine and light wrapping in the passage?
How old is the Kashmiri shawl?
Francis Bernier was the last one to write about the Kashmiri Shawl.
[True/False]
(4 marks)

Q.2.Match the words in A with their meanings in B: (Any three)
(1x3 Marks)
A

B

1.Teacher

1.one who runs a shop

2.Driver

2.one who teachs.

3.shopkeeper

3.one who drives a car.
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4.farmer

4.one who sees the patient.

5.Doctor

5.One who grows the paddy.

Q.3.Read the following stanza of a poem carefully and answer the
questions that follow:
Peacocks shall bow to you,
Little boys sing.
Oh, and sweet girls will
Festoon you with may.
Time, you old gipsy man;
Why hasten away?
a.
b.
c.
d.

To whom shall peacocks bow?
How will boys and girls entertain time?
Who is the old gipsy man in these lines?
Explain “festoon with may”

(4 marks)

Q.4.write the contracted forms for the underlined expressions in the
following sentences:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Uncle ken did not care for pickles.
What is demented?
It is high time you found a job.
She will be with us for the whole month.

(1/2x4=2 marks)

Q.5. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verbs given in the
brackets. Use is/am/are and add –ing to the main verbs also.
The Prime Minister and his cabinet colleagues ……………(accompany)
the President to Chenni.I………(go) to listen to the address of the
president as soon as it …………(telecast).My friends,Sharif and
Anzar,………….(come) to my home.
(4 marks)
Q.6.Answer any three of the following questions:
i.

Why is plastic dangerous for health?
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ii.

What are the benefits of recycling paper?

iii.
iv.
v.

Where was Kaplana chawala born?
Describe kalpana chawala’s first mission in space?
What request does the poet make to time?(Time you old gipsy
man)
What does the word ‘flutter’ stand for? (what is green)

vi.

(3x2=6)
Q.7. Join the following pairs of clauses together using the
connectives given in the brackets:
a.
b.
c.
d.

I’ll wait here.You come back.(until)
You speak slowly.I can understand.(if)
I told him.i had finished my work.(that)
The crow promised the girl.The crow would get a herb.(that)
(1x4=4)

Q.8.Kashmir is the place where Kashmiris live.They speak Kashmiri.
Make similar statements about the following:
Place

Britian
Saudi Arabia
China

People

Language

--------------------------

English

Arabs

--------------

----------------------

Chinese

(1x3=3)

Q.9. Write a letter to your headmaster asking for sick leave for one
week.
Or
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Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her at your sister’s wedding.
(5 marks)
Q.10.Write a paragraph on any one of the following:
Your favourite subject
Your favourite TV programme
Your favourite sport
Your favourite teacher

(5 marks)
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MODAL PAPER Class 7th
Term IInd
Subject--- English.
Max. Marks: 40.

Time: 02:30 Hrs.
(Section---I)

Q1) Answer the following Questions. (Do any four).
a) Raja Bahu lochan is famous for building.
1.Nishat Garden 2.Bahu fort.
b) Bahu Fort has religious importance because of
1.Garden 2.people 3.temple in it
c) How is the coat of a Gumbie Cat?
d) Where does the Gumbie Cat like to sit?
e) Why was the mother’s face white and frightened?
f) To whom is the poem “To Sleep” addressed?
(4 x 1½ = 6 Marks)
Q2) write a brief character sketch of lalaji who is not now a merchant anymore.
(Or)
How long did Sambu live in his father’s company?
(3 Marks)
(Section---II)
Q3) Read the passage and answer any the Questions given at the end.
Nicotine obtained from the tobacco plant is widely used in agriculture as an insecticide. Refined
tobacco seed oil can be used as a substitute for groundnut oil as it contains no nicotine. It can also be
used in oil-paint and varnish industries. Tobacco was used in the past in medicine as a sedative and
for treatment of gastro-intestinal disorders. Nicotine is also a valuable constituent of many vitamin
preparations.
Questions:
a) Rearrange the words and complete the sentence.
Obtained,Tobacco,plant,is, Nicotine,from
b) Nicotine is a……..(plant,dish,chemical substance)?
c) Tobacco seed oil is used as a substitute for……..(food,groundnut oil,medicine)?
d) In the past, what was used in medicine as a sedative?
e) For what is nicotine also a valuable constituent?
(1x5 Marks)
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Q4) Read the following lines/stanza carefully and answer the following questions.
I lay in sorrow, deep distressed;
My grief a proud man heard;
His looks were cold, he gave me gold,
But not a kindly word.
My sorrow passed --- I paid him back
The gold he gave to me;
Then stood erect and spoke my thanks
And blessed his charity.

Questions:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

When the poet was unhappy, who helped him?
What did the proud man give to the poet?
What is the opposite/antonym of “sorrow”?
When did the poet pay the rich man back?
Write the similar word/synonym of “Grief”.

(1x5=5 Marks)

(Section-III)
Q5) Write a paragraph of 80-100 words on any one of the following topics.
i)
ii)
iii)

My favourite Teacher.
Reading books, a good habit.
How is a good student like.

(4 Marks)

Q6) Write a letter to the Head Master of your school for fee concession.
(Or)

(3 Marks)

Write a letter to your friend inviting him to spend winter vacation with you in Kashmir.
Q7) Develop a dialogue between teacher and student.
Teacher: Good Morning student, how are you?
Student: ______________________________
Teacher: Have you completed the assignment?
Student: ______________________________
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Teacher: How are you preparing for the exam?
Student: ______________________________
Teacher: Good, Best of luck!
Student: ______________________________

(2 Marks)

Q8) Write a diary entry for a day which you spent in a library.

(2 Marks)

(Section-IV)
Q9) A) Change the Narration.
I)
II)

(2 Marks)

Rashid said to me, “I eat food.”
She said to me, “Are you writing a letter?“

B) Fill in the blanks using suitable degree of adjectives from the brackets.
i)
ii)

(2 Marks)

I wear a shirt which is ____________ than my friend (good).
She is the ____________ in the class.(strong)

C) Fill in the blanks with appropriate tense forms of the verbs in brackets.

(2 Marks)

1) She is__________ food.(eat)
2) They had __________ work.(complete)
D) Complete the following sentences by using interrogative pronouns
(Which/What/How/Where/When/Whom).
a)
b)
c)
d)

__________________ do you reside?
__________________ is the best dress?
__________________ do you do at school?
__________________ did she go with?

E) Make meaningful words from the jumbled letters.
I)
II)

(2 Marks)

Wrko
Werti

iii

Onobla

iv

Bkoo

________________
_________________
_______________
_________________
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(2 Marks)

